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Abstract: The further development of multi-source information technology brings a 

higher challenge to the accurate target classification and recognition. Based on the 

feature extraction and classification recognition of acoustic target, in this paper, it 

discusses several current mainstream machine learning technologies which could be 

used in ensemble learning, and analyzes the ensemble learning technology and its 

decision fusion method, and on this basis, it puts forward the target recognition model 

based on ensemble learning, so as to provide some technical reference for the target 

recognition in complex environment. 
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1. Introduction 

In the current image processing, pattern recognition, automatic control and many 

other fields, target recognition has become an important development direction, and 

improving real-time target recognition technology is also an effective way to improve 

the discrimination ability for the complex multi-source information [1-3]. The accurate 

recognition of targets depends on the acquisition of the identified information. With the 

gradual complexity and diversification of the application environment and the gradual 

emergence characteristics of multi-source information of the target signal, in the 

process of target classification and recognition, there are some uncertainties and 

dynamic variability in the extracted features and parameters, which increase the 

uncertainty of target information to a certain extent, and make the extraction of target 

features and the accuracy of target recognition results still have some difficulties. 
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Therefore, combined with the real-time and accuracy requirements of the target 

recognition technology, how to use more advanced technology to extract and recognize 

the useful target from the multi-source unknown target signal with high noise 

interference and low value density has become an urgent research hotspot and 

direction. 

In the aspect of target recognition, target recognition expert system is widely used in 

the early stage, which mainly realizes the target classification processing under the 

multi-sensor monitoring to a certain extent by establishing the relevant target feature 

model. With the gradual development of machine learning technology, machine 

learning technology is gradually applied to the traditional target classification and 

recognition system. By using related machine learning technology in target recognition, 

the overall fault-tolerant performance of the system is improved, and the system can 

also have good classification and recognition performance when the training samples 

are unbalanced. However, with the gradual diversification and complexity of the 

application environment, many new features such as multi-source information appear 

in the target signal. In such a new complex environment, there are some uncertainties 

and dynamic variability in the extracted feature quantity and feature parameters in the 

process of target classification and recognition, which makes the extraction of target 

features and the accuracy of target recognition results still have some difficulties. 

Aiming at the above problems, in this paper, based on the analysis of several 

mainstream machine learning technologies, it discusses the ensemble learning 

technology and its decision fusion method, which is then applied into target recognition, 

and then it studies and proposes a target recognition model based on ensemble 

learning, which provides certain reference for target recognition in complex 

environment. 

 

2. Current Machine Learning Technology 

In dealing with the problem of target classification and recognition, with the further 

development of artificial intelligence, machine learning technologies represented by 

clustering analysis [4-6], genetic algorithm [7-9], decision tree [10-12] and artificial 

neural network [13-18] has been widely used for its superior performance advantages. 

Clustering analysis [4-6] refers to the analysis process of dividing the set of physical 

objects or abstract objects into similar object classes. The data of each object class are 

similar to each other, while the data of different object classes are quite different. The 

goal of clustering analysis is to classify and analyze the similar data. According to the 

different characteristics of data objects, clustering analysis can reduce the number of 

data objects. Through the statistical analysis of the common characteristics of similar 

data in the same object class and the different characteristics of data in different object 
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classes, one or more possible solutions of the problem model can be obtained, which 

can be provided to decision makers as the basis for decision-making. Cluster analysis is 

suitable for classification without prior knowledge, classification with multiple variable 

conditions and exploratory analysis. 

Genetic algorithm [7-9] is a random global search and optimization method, which is 

designed by imitating the evolution mechanism and using natural selection and genetic 

mechanism for reference. Genetic algorithm abstracts the problem model into a 

population composed of multiple individuals according to the relevant methods of 

biology, constructs the population, and then puts the population into the environment 

of the whole problem model to measure each individual in the population and computer 

adaptability. According to the genetic principles of survival of the fittest, the individuals 

retained in the population are selected, crossed, combined and mutated to optimize the 

generation of new population. In the new population, the above process is also used for 

cyclic evolution until the population can adapt to the environment and keep consistent 

with it, that is to say, the optimal solution of the problem is obtained. Genetic algorithm 

has the characteristics of intelligent search, gradual optimization, global optimal 

solution and strong universality. 

Decision tree [10-12] is a decision support tool to assist decision-making. By 

establishing a decision tree based on the obtained data, it can make decision analysis 

and judgment, so as to provide decision makers with auxiliary decisions. The 

establishment process of decision tree is also a generation process of data rules, that is, 

decision tree realizes the visualization of data rules. In the specific implementation, the 

decision tree algorithm is used to classify all kinds of data according to the established 

decision mode, and the decision structure similar to the tree is constructed. Decision 

tree provides decision makers with a clear reasoning framework, which helps them to 

understand the internal relationship between various data, thus providing decision 

basis for further analysis and processing. Decision tree is easy to understand, efficient 

and accurate. 

Artificial neural network [13-18] is a kind of mathematical model that imitates the 

structure and function of biological neural network to process data and information. It 

is composed of processing units similar to human brain neurons, which are also called 

neuron nodes. The neural nodes are interconnected with each other through the 

network to model the data, and to calculate and analyze the data. Artificial neural 

network is designed based on the function of biological neural network, which has a 

certain degree of judgment and decision-making ability, and is optimized by 

mathematical statistics, so as to realize the statistical analysis of data and provide 

decision support in the field of artificial perception. The network is also an adaptive 

system, which can change its internal network structure to meet the needs of data 
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modeling according to the different data information from the outside world. It can 

make reasoning analysis through self-learning. Artificial neural network has the 

characteristics of self-adaptation, self-organization and self-learning. 

 

3. Ensemble Learning 

On the basis of the base learners, ensemble learning uses relevant decision fusion rules 

to fuse the decision results of different base learners, so as to get better results than 

the base learners and more accurate recognition accuracy. There are two forms of 

ensemble learning technology, the first is that all base learners belong to the same type, 

and the second is that all base learners belong to multiple types. In general, the 

ensemble learner with different types of base learners has a relatively better 

recognition effect in dealing with the task of target classification and recognition. 

Ensemble learning usually needs to use relevant decision fusion methods, which are 

shown in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1 Decision fusion methods of ensemble learning 

As can be seen from Fig. 1, the decision fusion methods included in the ensemble 

learning algorithm mainly include the voting method and the average method. 

The voting method is for classification prediction, mainly including simple voting, 

weighted voting and probability voting. Among them, the simple voting method is the 

prediction result of each base learner with the same weight value. According to the 

principle of "the minority is subordinate to the majority", the prediction result of the 

ensemble classifier is that the number of predicted categories exceeds a certain 

threshold; the weighted voting method is to assign different weight values to the 

prediction results of each base learner; the probability voting method means that the 

classification output of some base learners have relevant probability information, which 

are also the measure of decision results of ensemble learner. 

The average method is for regression prediction, mainly including simple average and 

weighted average. Among them, the simple average method is to directly average the 

prediction results of each base learner; the weighted average method is based on 

giving different weights to the prediction results of each base learner, and then 
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weighted sum to get the average value. 

It can be seen that the two methods of weighted voting and weighted average have the 

same point of giving different weights to the prediction results of each base learner, 

while the difference is that the objects of the voting method are different discrete 

categories, while the objects of the average method are different continuous values. 

 

4. Ensemble Learning Based Target Recognition Method 

According to the characteristics and advantages of machine learning and ensemble 

learning methods, combined with the actual target recognition process and target 

recognition methods, it presents the target recognition model based on ensemble 

learning, as shown in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2 Target recognition model based on ensemble learning 

From the target recognition model shown in Fig. 2, it can be seen that the acoustic 

target recognition based on integrated learning can be divided into the following 

processes. 

Information collection process. Using the relevant information collection equipment to 

collect the required information, and the collected information is transformed into a 

multi-dimensional original data space to form a set of target information state space 

which is related to the collected information. This set contains the attributes of all the 

data information of the target to be identified, and constitutes the original data set of 

the target information to be identified in the form of multi-dimensional original data 

information for the subsequent target recognition processing. 

Feature extraction process. Different targets to be identified have different 

characteristics. According to the uncertainty in the process of information collection 

and the characteristics of these different kinds of features, various mathematical 
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methods such as Principal Component Analysis, Partial Least Squares and Kalman Filter 

can be used to extract the features of the collected original data, so that the target to 

be identified can provide the data base with feature information for the next step of 

target classification and recognition in the form of mathematical expression of relevant 

feature attributes. 

Preliminary classification process of base learners. The training data with relevant 

information is used to train each basic learner, and the machine learning model with 

preliminary target classification function is trained by using the structure of multiple 

basic learners with the same network structure or different structure. Then the feature 

data with relevant information enters into each base learner through the input of them. 

After the calculation of the base learner, the preliminary classification results are 

obtained at the output, that is, the scores of classification and recognition obtained 

from the feature data, for the use of the subsequent ensemble learning fusion process. 

Fusion process of preliminary classification results. The output of each base learner is 

equivalent to the classification score in the process of ensemble learning fusion. 

According to the relevant decision fusion rules of ensemble learning, the classification 

score obtained from the preliminary calculation output of each base learner is fused 

with relevant decision, so as to get the classification score after fusion. The fused data 

represents the relevant recognition information with high recognition accuracy 

obtained by using the ensemble learning method, which provides a more accurate 

decision-making basis for the next step of target recognition. 

Decision making process. According to the rules of relevant classification and 

recognition of the target to be identified, and based on the classification score obtained 

by the fusion of the ensemble learning method, the category of the target to be 

identified is quantitatively described and determined, so as to obtain the relevant 

category attributes and information of the target to be identified. According to the 

nature of the relevant attribute information, the category of the target to be identified 

is determined qualitatively, and then the related classification results of the target to be 

identified are recognized, thus completing the classification and recognition process of 

the target to be identified. 

It can be seen from the above process that the recognition of the target to be identified 

has actually gone through two recognition processes: first, the preliminary recognition 

of each base learner, and second, the further fusion recognition of ensemble learning. 

The classification and recognition process of the base learner adopts the structural 

form of the relevant machine learning model to carry out the pattern structure of 

parallel data processing for the same identified target. And then, this recognition result 

is used as the input of the ensemble learning model and enters into the further 

classification and recognition process. This is the ensemble learning based target 
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recognition method proposed in this paper, which effectively integrates the 

characteristics of self-learning, self-adaptive and fault tolerance of machine learning 

method and the advantages of ensemble learning in solving many uncertain problems, 

so that the combination of them can be applied to target classification and recognition, 

and further improve the classification and recognition ability of the target to be 

identified. 

 

5. Conclusion 

With the gradual diversification and complexity of application environment, all kinds of 

goals have gradually emerged the characteristics of information diversification. 

Therefore, target recognition in complex environment has become an urgent problem. 

In view of this difficult problem in target recognition, combined with the current 

advanced related technology achievements, in this paper, it analyzes and discusses the 

mainstream machine learning technology, ensemble learning technology and decision 

fusion rules, and further proposes the target recognition model based on ensemble 

learning. Through the construction of the model, the potential features of multi-source 

targets in complex environment are extracted, and the ensemble learning fusion model 

with high prediction and recognition accuracy is used to further improve the accuracy 

of target recognition and prediction, so as to provide a certain direction and ideas for 

the in-depth research and exploration of related theories in the field of target 

recognition, and also provide technical support for effectively improving the efficiency 

and level of information work in the complex application environment. 
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